Recorder Transcript
Installed at:
Date:
Noise from:
DATE
SATURDAY
11TH SEPT

SUNDAY
12TH SEPT

Queens Road, Chorley
7th September 2021- 14th September 2021
Applejax Night Club, 1 Back Mount Street, Chorley

TIME COMMENTS
02.08 Introductory music then bass beat
02.33 Bass beat of music. Can hear people outside
02.32 Bass beat and some kind of alarm outside
02.35 As above
02.46 As above. Complainant can be heard getting frustrated and yawning
02.56 Bass beat clear from the start, musical interlude then bass kicks in again
Saturday night
23.56 Clearly louder than Friday night. Person on the mic shouting to the crowd. Bass beat in
background
23.30 No music at start as MC talking / cheering on the crowd. Bass beat starts after that.
23.35 Clearly hear the MC and bass beat in background
23.38 As above
23.49 As above
23.56 Police car, as above
00.02 MC and clear bass beat
00.05 MC at the start then bass beat later on
00.11 Fast bass beat and MC
00.14 As above to the end
00.18 Introductory music + MC the bass kicks in to the end
00.21 MC shouting “hands in the air” + Bass beat
00.24 Seems a bit louder. MC + music + bass beat
00.27 As above- clearly hear all elements
00.30 As above. MC shouting on the mic “Whoop there it is” Complainant heard to be getting
frustrated.
00.33 As above.
00.36 Music is a bit faster- hard dance music.
00.39 Lots of MC from the start then music and then bass kicks in.
00.42 Lots of MC- as above. Then just music and MC
00.46 Fast bass beat + MC very clear
00.49 Music clearly hear lady singing + bass best and MC
00.52 As above, can hear the words the lady is singing. MC Later on
00.55 MC shouting at the start + music + Bass kicks in. Complainant yawning.
00.59 As above, MC + music stops then bass beat kicks in. Complainant heard to be getting
frustrated.
01.02 Same song continuing from above. Music stops MC shouts “Yo yo yo yo.. How’s everyone
feeling!” then crowd cheers. MC shouts “**** off- How’s everyone feeling?” event
louder cheer from crowd. Music starts up again bass beat and MC
Complainant states “come on this is insane”
01.05 Loud bass beat + music + MC
01.08 As above
02.23 Continued as above- clear MC + music + bass beat
03.15 Clear bass beat + music

03.24 MC shouts “Wow” x4 music building up then bass beat and clear MC. Can clearly heard
the words of the song. “Running through my veins, driving me insane”
05.15 Clear bass beat and music.
05.23 As above till the end.

